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Cell-free protein synthesis (CFPS) successfully reconstitutes transient protein-protein interactions that
are more difficult to detect in the crowded environment of living cells complicated by downstream
events (e.g. post-translational modifications and metabolism). Thus, CFPS allows a select subset of
events to be studied in a more biochemically tractable manner. Upon CFPS, programmed by mRNA
encoding capsid protein(s), structures resembling viral capsids are formed as corroborated by
biochemical, biophysical and electron microscopic analysis, first for Hepatitis B virus, then for HIV
and Hepatitis C virus. We have extended the approach to 17 of the 23 families of viruses causing
human disease. In each case, the capsid protein(s) assembled into high molecular weight structures
via viral family-distinctive pathways. In some cases, subcellular fractions derived from mammalian
tissues drive capsid protein-associated assembly events. In some cases these features are accentuated
by manipulation of conditions under which synthesis vs assembly are conducted. Eight of these viral
family-specific pathways have been converted into moderate throughput drug screens in a 384 well
ELISA format, and have been used to screen all or part of a library of over 80,000 compounds
conforming to Lipinski’s Rules. Multiple distinct chemical classes or pharmacophores MW<500 Da
have been identified that block putative steps of host-catalyzed capsid-related complex formation.
Activity of many of these compounds has been validated against live virus in cell culture (see other
abstracts being presented). In several cases hits have been successfully advanced to pre-lead status
with enhanced potency and moderation of toxicity, and are being used as tools for target identification
and dissection of mechanism. In conclusion, an important new drug discovery platform has been
established and demonstrated to identify new drugs active against many viral families.
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